Your Beliefs Matter!
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Why Discover Love ↔ Links?
A “Good Life” is all about love!

Movies, music, advertisements, Facebook, conversations

– anywhere you turn - people are talking about love and wanting to be loved. Advice about love is
everywhere! So why is it so hard to understand how to build your life around loving and being loved?
Loving is a choice, so you need to master how you choose. Love is not, however, about comparing. We
too often listen to “what others say about love” instead of our Designer. We believe what they say
rather than learn from the Source and Author of love. What we need to hear is the TRUTH about love.

What’s in it for you?

Love-Links is a fun way to help you build your life around love. It can free

you from the habit of constant comparison to others to feel good about yourself. Love-Links can help
you tell the difference between what is true and what is a lie about love. If you have the courage to face
truth, or are curious about just how unique you are, or find yourself desperate to “put your life together”
around something solid, Love-Links can help! Love-Links can help you regain control of your life!

Learn to master love in your life.

Build better relationships and restore broken ones.

Keep your job or find a better one. Build a healthy family. Make life-long friendships. Better cope with
life’s problems. Find focus and purpose each day. If you took the simple test, you are on your way to
discover how you can learn to be a better lover. What truths about love do you have right? What lies
about love have you mistakenly believed? Once you have mapped your beliefs about love with LoveLinks, you will be able to use its simple truths and formulas to cope with your difficulties as well as reach
your life goals. Love-Links can help you learn and develop nine positive qualities for your life. Check
these out! Each one is linked to ACTIONS that you can take to make love the center of your life.
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Learn to be
content with
how you are
made.

Learn to be
happy with
what you
have.

Learn to be
connected
and protected
by family.

Learn the joy
of loving and
being loved
as a choice.

Learn to live
well by using
your gifts to
the fullest.

Learn to be
focused on
your purpose
for living.

Learn to be
engaged and
driven by
caring.

Learn to have
purpose
wherever you
fit in life.
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What you believe matters.
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Learn to make
friendships
through
serving.
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Love-links may challenge what you believe about life and love.

Why is it important to get it right? Beliefs drive your actions, attitudes, choices, and outcomes of your
life… so, start with the test. If you did not already take it, go back to this short test and complete Parts A
& B. Discover what you believe, and then compare it with the truths about yourself in this Action Guide.
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